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DATE OF SESSION: 1 FEB 89 

METHODOLOGY: SOLD VIEWER IDENTIFIER: 018 

1. (S/NF/~:l/-n Describe Moammar Gadhafi as a target 
p t::)[" ~::;on ii:\ 1 :L t y • 

2. (S/NF/SK) VIeWER TASKING: Access and describe target 
personality at Encrypted Coordinates 813014/205585. 
Add search problem. 

3. (S/NF/SK) COMMENTS: No inclemencies noted. Search problem 
directed towards Middle East. Libya is in fact part of North 
Africa ....• therefore search query is invalid. Search result 
nevertheless indicated as Iran. 

4. E'J{)L"l.J(..~lr 1. Ul'-.l:: 
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Session impressions involve a group of maSSive, masonry, 
grey-brownish, almost art nouveau type structures, the spaces 
between which are thronged with crowds who have the feel of being 
an audience or present to give obeisance/allegiance. There seems 
to be cLperSOD-present on a raised platform like a stage or 
podium who is there to address the people. The whole setting has 
the feeling of a culture that is a combination of Eastern and 
Western. Th~person seems to be,male, and there is a sense that 
he is iNP-B-btant in his own right, but equally or perhaps even 
more 1 mpm-tant as one of a small group of other important figures 
who work together towards a common goal or responsibility. There 
is an impression somewhat of political activity involved. The 
person se£."~:; himself as part of a .. CQ,aster plan. AOL of Pope. 

Person is low to medium height, wears neutral, dark colored 
ni CE' c 1 L1thes:. "l. ike" cL\ri ousl y out-of-date sui ts, seems somewh2lt 
delicate in features and build. Hair is slightly receding or 
rather short+-and there is an AOL/S of goatee. His smile is 
almost like a grimace, and he has a lined face. He seems not 
int~rested jn religion per se, but does have a somewhat mystical 

.b~tlj:9f mind. He has an inclination towards hard sciences in his 
interes~s and attitudes, but science is not an important element 
in his life. He sees the United States as a distant entity to be 
f~kQi:lEid with and \.Ised or .eKploited to advantage in achieving his 

.aiiiWMagenda, bLlt US is not recognized necessarily as either a 
friend or enemy. 

He {s widely respected and highly rega~ded by the people who 
know him, though some tinge of fear is involved as well. It's 
li ke he i~s powerful and one wouldn't want to anger him. 
Seems this individUal more involved with affairs of the intellect 
or mind rather than concrete things. There is also a sense of 
the past, as if individual was perceived as being in the 20's Dr 
30's, and may even not be alive today. 
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